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ED IT O RIAL D E P AR T ME N T N O T E
T he two a rticl es a ppe a ring i n this issu e of the Bu lletin illustra te two extremes in cost accounting. In t h e first a rticle, on
sulphur mining, there is described the relatively simple method
used in extracting sulphur from the ea rth. Here we ha ve process
cost accou nting, no work -in- process inventory, only one kind of
finished goods and very few complica tions. In the second a rticle
the problems involved in cost accounting for the production of
motion pictures a re discu ssed. Here we ha ve a complicated job order system, a decided problem in controlling a la rge work -in process inventory, no sta ndardization as to finished products, a nd
a constantly changing arra y of difficult cost control problems.
But, despite the diverse demands of these two industries upon the
cost a ccou nta nt, the present a rticles demonstra te tha t ou r methods a re flexible enou gh to meet a ll needs.
J. Q. Adamson, the au thor of our first article, received his
prelimina ry schooling a nd first college work in Sherman, T exa s.
In 1921 he gra dua ted from the University of Wa shington in
Sea ttle with a B. B. A. degree, a nd while a stu dent there was
elected to the honora ry commerce fra ternity, Beta Gamma
Sigma. Since his graduation M r . Ada mson has continued bis
study of accounting and has taught the subject successfully in
night school. Since 19 2 3 he ha s been with the Freeport Su lphu r
Compa ny a nd is a t pre sent its Au ditor a nd Assista nt Secretary.
Mr . Ada mson was a cha rter member of the Houston Chapter
a nd wa s most active in getting the Cha pter sta rted.
Ou r second article, "Cost Control in the R. K. O. Ra dio
Studio," is a contribution of Charles W . Eiseman, who is at
present engaged in the field of reta il distribution. Mr . Eiseman
gra du a ted from Ha rva rd College in 1 9 3 0 , and from the Ha rva rd
Graduate School of Business Administra tion in 1932. Du ring
the su mmer of 1931 he was engaged by Radio Pictures, Inc.
(producing subsidiary of R. K. O.) in Hollywood, California,
to ma k e special cost studies in all departments. This position
ga ve him an unusual opportu nity to study the cost a nd control
aspects of the production of motion pictures, as well demonstra ted by the present article.
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C O S T A C C O UN T I N G F O R A S UL P HUR M I N E
By J. Q. Adamson, Auditor
Freeport Sulphur Company, Freeport, Texas
I.

Th e Min es a nd Pl a nt s

the present time the Freeport Sulphur Company is proA Tducing
sulphur from two deposits. Four miles south of the
principal office at Freeport, Texas, is the Bryan Mound mine
which has been producing consistently since the latter part of
19 1 2 ; while 17 miles north of Freeport is the Hoskins Mound
mine which has produced since 1923. We have recently constructed a plant at Lake Grande Ecaille, approximately 65 miles
south of New Orleans, Louisiana, which is now beginning to
produce.
Bryan Mound has twin power plants each of which contains
twelve loo horsepower boilers. Hoskins Mound has one such
plant but by means of more advanced water- treating devices is
capable of operating at a much higher rating. In addition to the
boilers the plant equipment consists primarily of high pressure
mine water heaters, electric power generating steam turbines, high
stage air conpressors, boiler feed water pumps and mine water
pumps.
II.

Mining Operations

to"

Each plant is capable of pumping several million gallons of
water daily into the sulphur bearing formations which the water
enters through wells drilled and equipped for this purpose. The
sulphur horizon at Bryan Mound is less than I,000 feet deep while
at Hoskins Mound it lies any depth between 1,30o and 2,000 feet.
The well equipment consists of a series of concentric pipes. The
outer casing is set on the limestone cap rock through which
the hole is deepened to the bottom of the sulphur horizon. Strings
Of 8 ", 4 ", and 1 %" pipe are then set, one inside the other. The
8" pipe is connected to the high pressure water line from the plant,
the 1Y4" pipe to the compressed air line from the plant, and the
4" pipe is extended to the relay station.
The mining method is known as the Frasch process. Sulphur
melts at 2 4 0 ° Fahrenheit, so water heated to about 3 3 0 °, under
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pressure, is pumped into the well through the 8" pipe until the
well seals and will take no more water. The sulphur melts from
out of the porous rock formation and flows down to the bottom
of the 4" pipe, replacing the water which has about half the specific gravity of sulphur. The compressed air is then turned into
the well through the i%" pipe and the molten sulphur is lifted to
the surface through the 4" pipe and forced to the relay station.
As its name implies, the relay station is where sulphur from wells
in a certain vicinity is gathered and kept in its molten state so that
it can finally be pumped to the storage bin. When the well
"blows" and ceases to deliver any more sulphur it is "boosted" by
pumping more super - heated water into it for probably an 8 -hour
period. Some wells are boosted by pumping water down both the
8" and 4" pipes, and again pumping will sometimes take water
down the 8" pipe as air is going down the i /" pipe and sulphur is
coming up through the 4" pipe. Operations cannot shut down,
but must be continued 24 hours a day every day in the year.
The electric power is used for lights, for electric furnaces, for
heat treating drill bits, for driving pumps, drilling rigs, machine
shop equipment, and the mud dredge. Occasionally a little dump
current is sold to a light and power company.
III.

Departmental Costs

A. The Departments
Our cost accounting naturally follows the process method. All
operations, excluding sales, are embraced by five departments:
(a) Plant
(b) Field
(c) Service
(d) Shipping
(e) Administrative
The Plant Department is responsible for the quantity and quality of the water, as well as its delivery to the Field Department
at the main header with a temperature and pressure sufficient to
reach with efficiency the bottom of any well at a reasonable distance
and depth. There must also be furnished sufficient steam for gut
lines in the surface sulphur lines, for tempering water at about
2 0 0 °, for compressed air, and for electric power.
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The Field Department drills and equips the wells, builds and
operates relay stations from which the producing wells are controlled, maintains drainage, roads, and pipe lines in the mining
area, and is responsible for the sulphur until it is pumped into the
storage bin, the ultimate point of production.
The Service Department takes care of telephone and electric transmission equipment; furnishes trucks and tractors; and operates the machine, blacksmith, automobile, carpenter, painter, and
electrical shops.
The Shipping Department takes the sulphur as a filled or completed bin and from there handles it until it reaches the customer.
This department's work begins with the removal of the bin sidings
(boards 2X I2 -14), which have formed the sulphur into a huge
cubic mold.
The Administrative Department includes all executive, accounting, purchasing, legal, tax, insurance, welfare, and safety activities.

B. Collection of Costs
The monthly cost statement shows divisions of cost by Labor,
Material, Expense, Total, and Budget.

(r)

Labor Distribution

A tabulating machine card is used for our daily time ticket. If
an employe works on more than one job during the day, a tracer
card is cut for each extra job number appearing on the original
card signed by employe and approved by foreman. Before the
original cards are filed daily by man number, to expedite the paying
off of an employe between regular pay days, a daily payroll distribution summary is tabulated from which master cards are
punched —one card being punched for the amount charged to each
work order. During a month there are charges, on the average,
to 4 5 0 work orders.
These master payroll distribution cards are filed daily behind
master code cards, which are tabbed (for filing convenience) and
punched with the work order, general ledger account, cost account,
and workmen's compensation insurance classification. On the morning of the first day of the month the master cards for the entire
month (about 2,500) are tabulated for a payroll distribution statement showing each work -order number with its general ledger
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account and cost account codes, and the amount of labor charged
to each work -order listed according to the various insurance classifications.
To these basic labor figures the workmen's compensation insurance is now added by the Comptometer operator. The new amount
is written opposite the respective work -order number. After the
compilations are balanced the sheets are passed to the key -punch
operators who punch the final labor distribution cards from which
the journal entry and cost statement are tabulated.

(a)

Material Distribution

Stock record books are kept in the warehouses with quantities
and prices only, not values. The warehouse requisition is a tabulating card which serves the dual purpose of material issue card
and inventory or stock record card in the Freeport office. For that
reason each item requires a separate card because, after the material distribution for the month has been prepared, these cards are
sorted according to class and kind for determining the quantity and
value of supplies on hand at the close of the month. An audit
sheet tabulated in detail is used to check the warehouse stock
records.
The warehouse requisitions are sent in to the Freeport office
daily where the extensions are made, and the cards punched, balanced, and filed by work order numbers behind master code cards
similar to those used for filing payroll distribution cards. On the
first day of the succeeding month these cards are tabulated, the
warehouse overhead or burden applied, then the final cards are
punched for tabulating the journal entry and cost statement.
By constant effort we manage to get practically all invoices into
the Freeport office by the first or second day of the succeeding
month at the latest. This tardiness can be allowed only to those
few important ones that are absolutely unobtainable sooner. Our
material distribution is closed on the evening of the last day of
the current month. The final invoices that are cleared through
the warehouses must reach the Freeport office not later than that
hour. By that time the majority of the invoices have been received
already as they are sent in regularly throughout the month; likewise a considerable number of them have been vouchered.
The Material Transfer Distribution takes care of material re1344
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turned to the warehouse or transferred to another job. Both
debit and credit are noted on the printed slip of paper for which
separate cards are punched to tabulate the journal entry and cost
statement.
(3) Expense Distribution
The distribution on vouchers is shown in code for tabulating
card punching. The labor distribution is limited to our own payroll; the material distribution is limited to supplies requisitioned
through the warehouse and material transfers; the expense distribution covers debits and credits of every other nature, or direct
charges to work orders on vouchers and miscellaneous journal
entries. Two key -punch operators punch tabulating cards on all
cash vouchers and journal entries just as quickly as they are compiled. Two class selectors on our tabulating machine provide that
by not X- punching labor cards, by X- punching material cards in
column 44, and by XX- punching expense cards in columns 44 and
45, these three classifications of cost are segregated into their respective counters when the cost statement is tabulated.
(4) Other Costs
There are certain other costs which are fixed and of such consequence that they are given places of special importance. These
are:
Royalty
Production Taxes
Property Taxes
Depreciation
Possibly, earned insurance should have been included in this group
but the amount of it is so small when compared to any of the above
four that we include it in the expense classification under Miscellaneous Production Expense along with the Service Department
charges.
C. The Cost Statement
To show the monthly production cost we make the following
set -up on the Cost Statement for each mine:
Variable Costs
Plant Production Expense
Fuel Steaming Wells
Other Costs
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Field Production Expense
Miscellaneous Production Expense
Fixed Costs
Royalty
Production Taxes
Property Taxes
Depreciation
Administrative Expense
Total Production Cost
There are five columns of figures to the right of the above items
showing:
Monthly Cost
A Year Ago

Current
Month's Budget

Current
Month's Cost

Cost
A Ton

Total Cost
For Period

The following are also included on the Summary page:
Average production cost for both mines
Shipping and car loading cost
Prospecting and development
Capital expenditures
Minor subsidiary companies
Supporting schedules detailed by each work -order number divided as to Labor, Material, Expense, Total and Budget complete
the statement.
By proper coordination of effort and considerable planning we
have been able to maintain a schedule of issuing our cost statement
by the third day following the current month. It is a rather voluminous booklet of from 40 to 50 mim eogra ph ed 8/ x i i pages
well filled with elite type.
Immediately upon punching the final card for the last journal
entry and cash voucher, all of the tabulating cards are easily hand sorted into journal entry order from which formation a statement
of debits and credits by journal entries is tabulated. For this statement the cash voucher cards are removed and a dummy card of
their aggregate amount is substituted. This prevents a listing of
the cash vouchers which is taken care of by a separate statement
reconciled with the cash book. A convenient list of journal entries
also serves as a means of balancing against the manual control. Its
tabulation requires about 45 minutes.
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All of the cards, including those for cash vouchers, are then
sorted according to general ledger account, cost account, and work
order. This sorting in these ii positions requires i hour and 1
5
minutes. Upon completion, a statement of debits and credits by
general ledger accounts is tabulated in 45 minutes to provide a
source of balance for the cost statement.
We are now ready to tabulate the cost statement, having consumed 2 hours and 45 minutes after punching the last card. The
tabulation of the cost statement takes 2 hours; but, as promptly as
one schedule is off the machine, it is passed to the employe with
the proper skeleton form, on which he has already posted the
budget figures, and to which he now transcribes the figures from
the tabulated page. His completed work sheet is then passed to the
Comptometer operator for checking.
Two stenographers type all the stencils in a little over half a
day, using elite type machines. On t h e 8 / x i t page there is accommodated the work -order number (under its cost account), a
brief definition of it, and the five columns of figures, viz., Labor,
Material, Expense, Total and Budget. There are certain schedules
which deviate slightly from this set -up. They are either supplementary to the principal schedules or follow a different arrangement due to the particular characteristics of the minor associate
companies whose costs they present.
After the stencil has been typed; the heading, work -order numbers, and definitions verified; the figures are again checked on the
Comptometer. The Mimeograph Department keeps an operator
on our work until all schedules have been run.
All operations are going on simultaneously. The tabulated pages
are coming off the tabulating machine; four employes are copying
from these pages to the skeleton forms; the Comptometer operator is checking work sheets and stencils; the two stenographers
are pounding out more stencils; a lull comes for a couple of employes who call back a few stencils against work sheets; the mimeograph is turning out 2 0 printed copies of each stencil. The writer
looks over each work sheet before the stencil is cut in the hope of
picking up any discrepancy and to make footnotes on any unusual
items. The bookkeeper is rapidly posting the general ledgers so
that he can obtain the figures for the summary from the general
ledger accounts with which the totals of the various schedules bal-
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ance. We have a completed cost statement by the third day of the
succeeding month.
On a separate sheet for each work -order number are typed the
descriptions and costs of materials charged out on the warehouse
requisitions. This is done by various stenographers in the Freeport office during their spare hours throughout the month so that
a detail of material distribution for each work -order is furnished
to the department simultaneously with the cost statement. The
total cost on these detailed sheets, after the overhead percentage
is added, will correspond with the amount of material column of
the cost statement for each particular work order.
We have an interesting and effective manner of controlling material costs. When the budget is prepared each foreman is given
a check book with his budget allowance entered on the stub thereof.
As he draws material from the warehouse he is required to give
a check for the amount of his order which reduces his budget
balance on the stub of his material check book. If his budget allowance is exhausted before the end of the month, the foreman
must go to his superintendent for a special loan or an additional
appropriation as the situation might warrant. At the en d of the
month each foreman is asked to explain why he was over or under
his budget.
IV.

Product Records

A.

Perpetual Inventory

A perpetual inventory record of the sulphur stock is carefully
maintained with various checkings, but no physical inventory is
taken periodically in the usual sense. At Hoskins Mound, sulphur
is measured by volume through orifice meters which measure the
production from each well separately. A master meter is also used
on the main trunk sulphur line to the storage bin for measuring the
total production. This latter measuring by the master orifice
meter is also in effect at Bryan Mound. The molten sulphur under
air pressure from the steamed wells to relay station passes through
separators which eliminate the gases and reduce the sulphur to an
even flow making the orifice meter measurement possible between
the producing wells and the relay station. Maintained in its molten
state the sulphur is finally pumped into a storage bin where it
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solidifies into a huge block awaiting blasting and bulk shipment.
This is the point of division between production costs and shipping
costs.
B.

Physical Measurements

In addition to the orifice meter measurement there is also the
cubic measurement of the storage bin. The bin is built up of light
boards, usually 2" x 12" — 14', nailed on as the sulphur level rises.
Due to the nature, and intense heat of the sulphur when discharged
into the bin, these bin boards are not reusable and, therefore, on
account of the large amount of lumber required for this purpose,
the bin sidings run into considerable expense. Various experiments
have been made to reduce the cost of the bin sidings. One experiment was the substitution of i" shiplap for the 2" x 12" — 14' lumber but the weight of the sulphur seemed to bow the lighter boards
outward distorting the accuracy of the bin measurements.
The largest bin attempted measures approximately 1,200 ft. long
and 2 0 0 ft. wide. At the present time the weight calculation is 115
pounds to the cubic foot. This figure may be a little high due to
the necessity of adjusting previous computations against shipping weights to which all measurements must be ultimately adjusted. Based on such a coefficient this large bin would contain
approximately 12,321 cubic feet of sulphur for each foot of rise.
There are 198 reading stations similar to the strappings on an oil
tank. Readings are taken periodically at all stations and averaged.
C. Pricing
As in the case of any perpetual inventory, the final inventory
will be the beginning inventory, plus production, minus shipments.
The total sulphur stock is carried at one average price for each
mine, which is arrived at by dividing the total cost of the inventory at the beginning of the period plus the cost of production for
the period by the number of tons on hand at the beginning of the
period plus the number of tons produced during the period.
During a period of reduced operations fixed costs will ordinarily be high per unit. Should these fixed costs be allowed to accumulate from period to period through an increasing inventory
and thus arbitrarily drive up the inventory value? There is no
relief, in case of the ad valorem tax for instance, except to consider
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it as more of a current charge and burden the current period's
cost of goods sold with a goodly portion of this fixed charge rather
than to defer it by means of the inventory account and thus drive
up unjustifiably that current asset's value.
Another important fixed cost that will be high during a period
of low production is depreciation. Our General Manager asked
why depreciation could not be charged off on a tonnage basis the
same as depletion, automatically adjusting itself to a variable production factor. Our accounting is set up on a percentage basis. A
change now would require special permission from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. Outside of these two objections the
idea is certainly sound. Equipment is bought and set up to mine
sulphur and is of value to the extent of ore it produces. When the
ore is exhausted, the plant and equipment are worthless except for
a doubtful salvage value which should be taken into consideration
on any depreciation schedule.
After consideration of fixed charges and their effect, as explained
above, we feel that a conservative pricing of the inventory, during
periods of reduced operations, within a reasonable and moderate
range to prevent its soaring unduly, is justified and wholly desirable.

D. In- Process Inventory
We have no In- Process inventory just as in the producing end
of the oil business there is none. Sulphur either has been produced or it has not been produced. When melted it is pumped to
the surface almost i 0 0 % pure and does not undergo any sort of
treatment or processing whatsoever.
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COST CO N T RO L IN T H E R.K.O. RADIO S T UD I O
By Charles W. Eiseman, Boston, 'Mass.
N DECEMBER, 1931, the newspapers announced that a suit

I was filed against the Radio - Keith - Orpheum Corporation alleging "reckless expenditures of millions of dollars" in carrying on its
business including the production of motion pictures. In January,
1933, the company was placed in the hands of receivers. There is
a prevalent belief that the large losses sustained by this company
and other motion picture concerns have been due in part to the
uneconomical operation of the studios. It is thought by many that
a motion picture studio is operated mysteriously, if not haphazardly, with no knowledge of costs and no effort to keep expenses
at a minimum. It is the purpose of this article to point out the
fallacy of this belief.
Much of the so- called waste in motion - picture production arises
as a consequence of the nature of the work. It is obvious that motion pictures cannot be turned out on a mass production basis with
each employe doing a standardized job in a specified time.
The manufacture of motion pictures is in its very nature a
special -order business. The product is one which depends upon
originality and individuality for its appeal. A new picture must
be as different from the last one as possible. The story must have
a different plot, the sets must be of different places, the properties
cannot be the same, the actors can not wear the same clothes, in
fact nothing can be standardized. In addition, the raw materials
that go into the product, namely, the actors and actresses, are
human beings that cannot be handled like so many steel ingots.
Each must be treated differently to get the best results. Furthermore, the producer, the director, the art director, the head cameraman, the "mixer" (chief recordist), and the head cutter, all of
whom help to transform the written script into a "movie," are far
from standardized machines, but rather men with distinct tastes
and prejudices. The problem of the motion - picture executive is to
take all these variable factors and produce with them at the lowest
possible cost a picture that will attract the largest segment of the
world's population.
In order to accomplish this end, the production set -up under
which pictures are produced must take into account conditions
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as they exist. No system is economical in itself, and no system
which is superimposed upon a business is of any value. Production
can, however, be carried on more efficiently with the aid of a system which is made to fit a given situation. A description of the
production process in the R.K.O. Radio Studio will serve to show
that a system has been installed which takes into account the peculiarities of the business, and thereby lends itself to efficient operation.
Outline of the Production Process
Story Department
As in most other businesses, one of the most important problems is to determine what product to make. No executive could
possibly have time to look over all the books, plays, short stories,
and magazine articles that are published currently, not to mention
the wealth of material that has been written in the past that would
be suitable for motion picture subjects. As an aid to the executives in choosing subjects a story department is maintained in the
studio.' Members of this department read practically everything
that is published that has not already been covered by the New
York office. Synopses are made by the readers of stories that are
in any way suitable for pictures. All synopses are read by the
"head reader" who chooses the best ones to be submitted to the
department head. Stories selected by the department head are sent
to the vice president in charge of production who makes the final
choice, after conferring with other executives to find out if the
necessary money, talent, and equipment is available. If a st or y
proves suitable the picture rights are purchased and the studio
is ready to start production on it. Complete records are kept of
everything that has been read so that any item can be referred to
easily. All readers make a weekly report listing the publications
they have synopsized showing which were recommended and which
were not, as a check on the amount of work done.
Writing Department
During the last few years it has become more common for writers employed by the company to write stories, suggested to them
'T his depa r tment work s in conju nction with a similar depa rtment in New
York , bu t there is no du plication of work . The New York depa rtment's chief
fu nctions a re to k eep in conta ct with the New York pu blishers a nd to review
plays.
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by the executives, adapted specifically to the public demand of the
moment (if such a thing can be determined) with an eve to motion picture technic and to the talent available. Stories purchased from
the outside are almost invariably unfitted for motion pictures in
their original state. Such stories go to the writing department for
further "processing." The first step is the writing of the "continuity," during which process the original story is often completely revamped. After the continuity is approved, the dialogue
is written. These steps are sometimes combined into one, but the
final result is the so- called "script" which becomes the basis of action for all those working on the picture.
It is realized that a writer usually can not do his best work
under pressure and that he should be given as free rein as possible.
At the same time, writers are high - salaried employes who can
easily loaf on the job with a consequent great loss to the company.
As a result of this situation a system has recently been installed
whereby a record is kept of what each writer is working on, and
each writer hands in a weekly report of his progress stating the
amount of time spent on each part of the work.
Preliminary Budgeting
As soon as the script is completed a copy of it is sent to each of
the department heads who estimates roughly the cost of the picture
as far as it concerns his department. The total of these estimates
almost invariably exceeds the amount of money allowed by the New
York office for the production of the picture. Estimates then have
to be scaled down, by the use of cheaper materials, less expensive
talent, or the omissions of certain scenes, until the total comes
under the prescribed limit.
Set Designing
At this point the Art Director assigned to the picture draws
rough plans of the sets to be used in the picture from information
contained in the script. These plans are then given to model
makers who transform the plans into three dimensional models so
that the sets which they represent can be more readily visualized
by the Director, who has not always had the training of a draftsman. The director then approves the models, often suggesting
certain changes. In so far as possible the position of the cameras
is determined at this time in order that nothing will be constructed
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which will not be registered on the film. The final plans and details are drawn next under the supervision of the Art Director, and
blueprints are distributed to those whom it may concern, such as
the heads of the "mill" (construction department), plaster shop,
paint shop, and property department.

Scheduling Pictures

in

Nearly all pictures have a definite release date which necessitates their being completed at a definite time. Because of the many
elements that go to make up any one picture and the number of
human interests involved, this result is very difficult to obtain.
Furthermore, the element of time is of tremendous importance in
the cost of making a picture, many of the cost items varying in
direct proportion to the time involved. For example, many of the
actors and actresses are paid on a weekly basis, all "extra" talent
and so- called "bits" are paid by the day, sets rented from other
companies are paid for by the day, the majority of the properties
including furniture, rugs, automobiles, shrubbery, and even
animals, are rented on a short -time basis, and finally, the large
"crew" working on each picture, including assistant directors,
sound recordists, cameramen, electricians, cutters, and many
others, are paid, generally speaking, on a daily basis.
To aid in reducing the number of "shooting" days, in finishing
the picture on time, and in budgeting picture costs, a schedule is
arranged. The schedule is also an aid in avoiding production bottlenecks
that the schedules of several pictures shooting at the same
time can be so arranged as to allow sufficient stage space for the
various sets, and the proper allocation of other equipment. Considerable savings can be made by scheduling the scenes to be taken
in such order that the expensive members of the cast work the
minimum number of days. Under such a system an actor may have
to "kill his rival in love" several days before he has "met the girl
of his dreams." This is an added difficulty for the members of
the cast to overcome, but the financial savings make it well worth
while. These schedules can not be adhered to strictly because of
countless unforeseen interruptions, such as a director's temperament, the health of an actress, the inclemency of the weather, etc.,
but they at least serve as a guide and standard by which the progress of the picture can be judged.
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Final Budgeting
With the aid of the script, the blueprints, and the picture schedule, all department heads are able to estimate their costs fairly
accurately. These final estimates comprise a considerable amount
of detail, picture costs being broken down into sets, and sets
further broken down into items. An explanation of how these
estimates are used as a check will be given later.
Set Construction and Preparation
Even after the blueprints have been distributed, no work can
be done on the sets by any department until an "Authorization to
proceed" slip has been issued by the Art Department, which also
assumes the functions of routing and planning. On the slip is a
picture number and a set number, and all work done on the set is
charged to the proper account. When a department finishes its
work on a set, for example, when the drapery department has
hung all the drapes or the paint shop has finished painting, a
"close" slip is issued which prevents any charges being made to
a completed job. This precaution prevents anyone from being
paid for work he did not do and makes impossible the shifting of
charges from an underestimated set to one that has been overestimated. If a department exceeds its budget on any particular set
an "overage" slip has to be made out with a valid explanation of
the cause. If the excess is less than $ioo the overage may be rejected or approved by the assistant treasurer, but if it exceeds this
amount it goes to the studio manager. As a further check a daily
cost sheet is made out showing the estimate for each set for each
department, the charges to date or the final cost if the work is.
completed, and a column showing the amount by which each department is over or under its budget. A column of totals shows
how each picture is progressing as a whole from the standpoint of
costs. This enables the executives such as the supervisors and
business managers to follow the work under their supervision more
readily and take prompt steps to correct flaws.
Casting and Other Preliminary Operations
Simultaneously with the preparation of th e set s, th e hea d of
the casting department in conjunction with the producer and the
director is taking voice and screen tests in choosing the cast. Whenever possible, players already under contract with the company
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are given parts. Arrangements also have to be made to fill bit
parts. Once the cast has been chosen the men's and women's
wardrobe departments can begin on their portion of the work. On
occasions the miniature department also does preliminary work in
preparing certain "gags." These are often worked out with the
aid of the special camera effects department.
Rehearsing and Shooting the Picture
Until recently, after the above preparations had been taken care
of, the technical crew, the cast, and the directors were assembled
and the picture was put into production without any preliminary
rehearsing, each short sequence being run through several times
before it was photographed. This proved to be such a waste of
time and of money that the procedure was changed, so that at present an ordinary program picture is usually rehearsed at least three
days before the technical crew is assembled. The rehearsal days
are a part of the picture schedule which carries the production
through until the last foot of film has been taken.
After the rehearsing is completed, the actual "shooting" (i.e.,
photographing and recording), towards which all the preparation
has pointed, commences. It is here that the hasty observer walking through a studio believes he detects wasteful methods and even
reckless expenditure. For example, several men are invariably
sitting down, looking on, and apparently doing nothing else. Why,
it might be asked, should they be paid a salary? The reason is
simple enough. Let us suppose that one of them is the "stand -by"
painter. He is assigned to the picture to be in readiness at all times
to touch up a chipped cornice, to paint a sign, or do any number
of odd jobs. It is quite possible that such a man might have nothing to do for a whole day or two, but if something should come up
for which a painter is needed and no one was on hand to do the
job, the expense of holding up the company for, say, an hour
while a painter was procured might conceivably be greater than
the salary of the painter for an entire year. Every possible precaution must be taken to keep the production advancing smoothly
if costs are to be kept within reasonable limits.
Another type of expenditure which is very difficult to avoid is
the sudden whim of a director who demands some unnecessarily
expensive property. An actor might be given a So cent nickel
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$ioo

cigarette case to use in a picture, and the director might insist on
gold case which would look exactly the same
the purchase of a
on the screen. If the director is a talented showman and has already made about half the picture, the executives would be foolish
to allow him to stop work because of the cigarette case. In other
words, because of a man's temperament the corporation has to
"waste" $ioo to avoid the loss of possibly $ioo ,000 or more.
Under such circumstances each individual incident has to be judged
on its own merits before the company can be accused of wasteful
methods.
Nevertheless, where systematic methods can be effectively installed they are put to use. In the camera and sound departments,
for example, daily reports are made on the amount of film footage used and the footage to be printed. Perpetual inventory records are kept of the film stock on hand. Unused short strips of
film are collected and sold to newsreel companies and other users.
As in other departments both labor and material costs are budgeted
and overages have to be explained.
In shooting a picture, one recording channel and usually two or
three cameras are used. Practically every sequence is taken at least
three times and frequently many more trials are necessary before
the director is satisfied. Each sequence is recorded at least three times
even if the first version seemed adequate, in case of unpredictable mishaps, such as the scratching of the negative in the laboratory. By a liberal use of film, the chances of having a day's work
bring no results are greatly reduced. Particular care has to be
taken in this matter when a company' is "on location" far from
the studio, as the company may have left the district before it is
discovered that the whole costly journey was worthless.
After each sequence is finished, the director designates the best
"take." At the end of each day the best "takes" are printed in the
laboratory and the rest of the film is put on file. Each evening the
previous day's work is projected so that the director, head cameraman, first recordist, and others, can see how the work is progressing. At this time the director usually suggests to the cutters which
of the several angles he prefers to be made a part of the finished
picture.
"'Company" is used here in the sense of the group of people working on
any one picture.
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The Cutting Department
The cutting department performs the function of editing the
picture. In this department the sound track and film is synchronized and numbered, then broken down into its component
parts and, gradually, as the shooting progresses, pieced together by
the head cutter assigned to the production into a complete story.
It is customary to preview the picture several times during the
editing process to get the reaction of an audience to the picture.
This procedure aids the cutter in eliminating "drags" and "laughs,"
and snakes possible a more finished product. If the director approves of the way the picture has been pieced together, the negative is then cut. From this a check -up print is taken to see that
no mechanical mistakes have been made. Finally, the sound track
and camera film are combined into what is called the "composite."
From this "composite," any number of prints can be made which
are then distributed to theatres throughout the country.
This outline of the production process from the choosing of the
story down to the final editing of the picture shows that production
has been systematized in so far as a system is advisable in a business in which individuality and showmanship must play such a
predominant part. No picture can be a successful box office attraction if it is ground out under the Taylor system or any scheme
remotely resembling it. Originality must be fostered, not stifled.
One of the most vital problems to be solved is the proper choice
of men. Although this is an important problem in any business
it is of particular consequence in a motion picture studio in which
there are a great many highly paid men, each of whom is an
expert in his particular line, be it writing, acting, photographing,
recording, music, painting, set designing, hanging draperies, makeup, or electric wiring. Nothing can be accomplished unless these
individuals forget their prejudices and cooperate in carrying out
the business in hand, namely, the production of motion picture
box office attractions at the lowest possible cost.
It is not the intent of this article to suggest that there is no
room for further economies in the operation of the studio herein
described; but rather to point out that the operating checks such
as budgets, schedules, and reports used by the company have been
installed for the purpose of striking the best possible balance
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between the conflicting forces caused by the desire for standardized
low cost production and the need for individuality and originality.
This outline of the production process indicates clearly that
the executives of the studio are cost conscious. In order to enable them to control costs in relation to the amount of work to
be done it is important for them to have available timely figures
showing the degree of efficiency with which the desired results are
being obtained.
To fill this need certain records are kept from which reports
are made for control purposes. A description of some of these
follows.
As soon as the various departments have been authorized to
"proceed with work on" a given set, a Validation Record is
set up in the accounting department. Across the top of this sheet
are listed the departments working on the set as follows: Assistant
Art Directors, Drapery Dressing, Drafting, Matte Shots, Set
Construction, Painting, Miniature, Plaster, Drapery, and Electrical. Directly under each of the above classifications the budgeted figure is inserted for comparative purposes. Then as the
various charges are incurred in the construction of this set they
are entered in the appropriate column. At the right hand side
of the sheet a record is kept of the expense incurred each day
and the total expense to date.
From the Validation Records and other similar sheets a Daily
Budget Reconciliation is compiled for each picture in production.
The Daily Budget Reconciliation report is a master control sheet
enabling executives to determine promptly and easily where inefficiencies are cropping up so that they may be remedied immediately. At the top of the sheet are listed the date, the name of the
director, the name of the unit manager, the title of the picture,
the name of the leading player, and the picture number. Across
the top of the sheet are the following columnar headings: Production Department Budget, Total Commitments up to Today,
Today's Commitments, Total Commitments Including Today,
Amount of Commitments over or under Budget, Estimated Cost
to Complete Picture, Estimated Final Cost, and Estimated Total
over or under Budget Appropriation.
Along the right hand edge of the sheet is a breakdown of total
commitments into classifications. A listing of these classifications
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will indicate in what detail it has been necessary to keep even
the master sheet in order to control operations properly: Story,
Continuity, Direction, Star Salary, Cast Salaries, Extra Talent,
Music, Production Staff, Cameramen, Sound Recording, Art
Supervision, Drapery Set Dressing, Scenery Sets, Set Maintenance, (a) Standby Labor, (b) Striking' Labor, Wardrobe (a )
Ladies', (b) Men's, Properties, Livestock, Make -up, Lighting
(a ) La bor (b) Current and Supplies, Picture (a) Negative Raw
Stock, (b) Negative Developing and Printing, Sound Track Raw
Stock, Sound Track Developing and Printing, Master Prints and
Titles, Cutting, Projecting, Sound Effects, Photographic Effects,
Process Shots, Stock Shots, Stills, Auto and Truck Hire, Locations, Fees, Railroad Fares, Hotels and Meals, Miscellaneous
Meals, Tests, Unclassified Expense and Trailer, Royalties, Insurance, Department Supervision, and Special Effects.
At the bottom of the sheet these production operations are
totaled. This figure combined with the proportion of unabsorbed
production operations charged to the picture gives what is called
the Total Direct Charges. To this sum is added a proportionate
share of studio overhead to give the Total Negative Cost.
When a picture is finished, a final cost sheet is made out in
similar form showing the actual cost by classifications as compared to the budget.
Thus it may be seen that as far as production is concerned,
the company operates in a methodical way consistent with the
type of work to be done, and that cost figures are provided the
executives by which they are able to know what is going on and
can control operations accordingly.
'Strik ing La bor includes the labor cost of taking apa rt sets after they
have been used.
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